Week 3

Unleash the Boldness
ASK: Describe a time in your life when you were required to do something that you were not
fully comfortable with but pushed through anyway. (i.e. give a presentation at work, care for a
sick child, fundraise for a school function, arbitrate conflict amongst employees at work, stand
up for your child)
Why do we struggle so much with these things?
Do you think there is something we gain when we make through the struggle?
SAY THIS: Struggle is a part of life. No one is exempt from struggle while they live on this
planet. As we move through the Unleashed initiative some of us are really struggling to come
to grips with what is being asked. It’s a healthy exercise to talk about our struggle. Remember,
God is not surprised by our struggle. So let’s talk about it.
WATCH VIDEO: Got to rcunleashed.org and watch week 3
ASK THIS:
• Pastor Carlos referred to Acts 1:8 and the power that comes from the Holy Spirit. Share
with the group one or two ways the Spirit has changed you or is inviting your to change.
•

Share with the group one or two struggles you have faced when making changes to
your life. Why do you think you struggle with this particular change(s)?

•

On a scale of 1-10, 1 being not at all and 10 being completely, how would you rate
yourself in handing your resources over to God? Your talents? Your service? Your
whole life?

•

If someone were to ask you “how can my soul be prosperous?” How would you
respond? What behaviors would you advise them to develop?

•

Subgroup into groups of three to four and spend the next five to ten minutes asking
each other “How prosperous is your soul?” “How does your life demonstrate a
prosperous soul?”
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HOMEWORK: Ask those in your group to complete the FAMILY FAITH TALK found in the
Unleashed booklet. (booklets can be picked up at your campus Commons area)
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